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NEW MORBIDELLI CONTROL ON A
PERSONAL COMPUTER
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With the experience learned from many years on Morbidelli
Numerical Controls supported by NUM tôchnology, Morbidelll
now offers a personal computerfor their machini-hig centreJ
supported by an advanced Numerical Control.

The availability of a specific pC, with a powerful hardware
configuration which is upgradeable and adaptable to each
specific users requ¡rements ; this gives the Numerical Control
a degree of unmatched familiarity. The advanced software
works in a Windows environment and includes all the potential
necessary for simple programming. Both effective and
accessible, even to those unfamiliar rvith the personal
computer.
The machine interface, studied to optimise the user's work,
becomes the ideal instrument to manage even the most
articulated and complicated working opérations w¡thout
difficu lties.
A specific Numerical Control on a personal computer grants
unlimited possibilities to use all the pC's potential : tjoppy
disk, CD ROM, audio card, bar code reader and connectioñ
through a serial or parallel line of printers, modem, scanners
or any other kind of peripheral unit.
There is no obstacle for network connections and it is possible
to install any kind of software in publication (ex. AutoCÀD, Cad-
Cam systems and so on...).
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. h¡gh brightness and graphic resolution, VGA colour
display tO,4" TFT;

o ergonomic alphanumeric keyboard;
. Pentium processor;
. 1,2 Gb hard disk;
o floppy disk drive;
. 16 Mb RAM (expandable to 128 Mb);

Hardware features

Software features:

. 2 serial and 1 parallel ports (to connect any kind of
perlpheral unit: bar code reader, modem, printers'

video, mouse, etc.);
. 4 free slots available to the operator to install network

cards, CD, etc.

. import file in DXF format;

. import file in ASCII;

. import file from CNC Morbidelli (in PGM format);

. linear and circular interpolation on three planes;

. gu¡ded editor in all programm¡ng phases; easy to use

even for unskilled operators;
. calculator on line, with direct transfer of data to the

program in order to avoid calculation and/or input
errors;

o graphic and syntactic helps for drilling and routing
operations.

r parametric programming;
. "scalinÉ" function, to allow that the and corresponding

drilling and routing patterns can be scaled up or down;
. tool unit travel and drop point optimisation, thus

reducing machining times;
. automatic association of tool with particular types of

machining, to facilitate programming for the operator;
. complete description and handling of the tools fitted to

the machine (drilling and routing units, etc.) to aid

selection of the correct tool for a particular machining
operation.

. graphic display of the conf¡gurat¡on of the working unit;

. graphic display of current workpiece to enable a rapid,

efficient check of programming results;
o graphic help for the positioning of the work supports to

avoid collision with the tools during thruogh boring
and/or routing;

o process cycle simulations; for a further check of the
program before launching the production;

o zoom function for a detailed checklng of particular
steps of the work to be done;

. current machining profile check, to avoid that a

machining cycle does not interfere with a previously

completed program cYcle;
o possibility to change panel origin, to enable drilling on

slanted or curved panel sides;
. execution of program lists from keyboard, according to

selected production batches;
. execution of single programs directly from keyboard or

by serial line;
r bar code;
o possibility to adjust and therefore select the optimum

work speed for a particular used mater¡al and for the
requested machining operation;

. automatic work speed control on complex machining
paths to ensure always the optimum work speed for a

specific tool path;
. hold function during boring and routing. This makes it

possible to stop a boring or routing operatlon without
ruining the current workpiece; program continues from
the exact point at which it was stopped;

. double override to adjust separately the speed of work
movements, comparing to the speed of the program;

. self-test and warning of errors or possible failures
through alarm messages in user's language are

displayed on the monitor to make it easy to understand
them;

. single step operat¡on for the manual control of program

steps;
o "Multi-tasking" function to program or use all

possibilities of numerical control even when the
machine is performing a machining cycle or is in an

emergency stop condition;
. user-friendly operator interface in user language;
. On-line help.

The information and technical data printed in this
catatogue may refer to solutions available on request or
be liable to differ from country to country, and are
subject to change without prior notice.
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